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The recent discovery of superconductivity under high pressure in the ladder compound BaFe2S3
has opened a new field of research in iron-based superconductors with focus on quasi one-dimensional
geometries. In this publication, using the Density Matrix Renormalization Group technique, we
study a two-orbital Hubbard model defined in one dimensional chains. Our main result is the
presence of hole binding tendencies at intermediate Hubbard U repulsion and robust Hund coupling
JH/U = 0.25. Binding does not occur neither in weak coupling nor at very strong coupling. The
pair-pair correlations that are dominant near half-filling, or of similar strength as the charge and
spin correlation channels, involve hole-pair operators that are spin singlets, use nearest-neighbor
sites, and employ different orbitals for each hole. The Hund coupling strength, presence of robust
magnetic moments, and antiferromagnetic correlations among them are important for the binding
tendencies found here.
I. INTRODUCTION
High critical temperature superconductors based on
iron represent one of the most important open problems
in condensed matter physics [1–7]. Early considerations
based on Fermi surface nesting provided a robust starting
point to rationalize their properties. However, the effect
of repulsion between electrons cannot be neglected [6] as
exemplified by the existence of large magnetic moments
at room temperature [8, 9], superconducting materials
without hole pockets [10], as well as unexpectedly com-
plex spin arrangements [7]. Electronic correlation effects
must be incorporated to understand the plethora of chal-
lenging results that experiments are rapidly unveiling.
A new avenue of research for progress in the iron su-
perconductors family has recently opened. It has been
shown experimentally that BaFe2S3 [11–13], becomes su-
perconducting at pressures above 10 GPa with an opti-
mal critical temperature Tc = 24 K. What is remarkable
is that this material is not layered, like all other iron-
based superconductors, but instead has the geometry of
a two-leg ladder. In other words, they have a domi-
nant crystal structure involving pairs of chains, “legs”,
that are coupled via bonds of strength similar to those
along the legs, dubbed the “rungs”. This same com-
pound, but at ambient pressure, is a Mott insulator with
magnetic order involving ferromagnetic (FM) rungs and
antiferromagnetic (AFM) legs and a Ne´el temperature
∼ 120 K [11]. Being the first iron-based superconductor
that does not rely on layers, this discovery is conceptually
exciting. From the theory perspective one-dimensional
systems are often simpler than layers due to the avail-
ability of powerful computational techniques, thus robust
many-body progress can be achieved in one dimension.
It is important to remark that there are other iron-
based ladder materials with intriguing magnetic prop-
erties, although they have not been reported to be su-
perconducting at high pressures yet. For example, the
two-leg ladder BaFe2Se3 [14–23] is an insulator, with
an activation energy 0.13-0.178 eV [15, 17], long-range
AFM order at ∼250 K, and robust low-temperature mag-
netic moments ∼2.8 µB [14–16]. The dominant mag-
netic order at low temperature involves 2×2 iron blocks
with their moments aligned, coupled antiferromagneti-
cally along the legs [14, 17]. For the case of KFe2Se3,
another two-leg ladder material, the magnetic state is as
in BaFe2S3 with FM rungs and AFM legs [18]. These
same magnetic states were also found theoretically us-
ing the Hartree Fock approximation [20]. Their origin is
non-trivial: the 2×2 FM iron block patterns arise from
frustration effects between fully FM tendencies at very
large Hund coupling and AFM tendencies in all direc-
tions at small Hund coupling [20]. Hartree-Fock results
for layers [24] and chains [25] also revealed a similarly
complex landscape of possible competing magnetic states
once interactions are incorporated.
For proper context, it is necessary to recall that in
the context of the copper-oxide high-Tc superconductors,
the theoretical and experimental study of two-leg lad-
der compounds made a considerable impact. In gen-
eral, theorists can produce accurate results for quasi-
one-dimensional systems and the early predictions of
subtle quantum effects, such as spin gaps and su-
perconducting tendencies upon doping [26–28], were
later confirmed experimentally. For instance, high
pressure experiments for the two-leg ladder compound
Sr0.4Ca13.6Cu24O41.84, reported a superconducting criti-
cal temperature of 12 K [29]. A quantitative difference
between Cu- and Fe-based ladders is that the bridge be-
tween coppers is via an oxygen along the Cu-Cu bond,
while in chalcogenides the bridge between irons is via
chalcogen atoms located up and down the middle of the
iron plaquettes. As a consequence, for the chalcogenides
electronic hoppings of similar strength are to be expected
along legs, rungs, and also plaquette diagonals.
Although the computational study of two-leg ladder
one-orbital Hubbard and t − J models were very suc-
cessful in the context of the cuprates, the case of the
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2iron superconductors, even restricted to ladders, is more
challenging. The reason is that multiorbital Hubbard
models are needed and even powerful techniques such as
the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) [30]
have difficulty in reaching sufficient accuracy for con-
clusive results. In spite of these limitations, a recent
publication [31] reported progress in the study of a two-
orbital model for BaFe2S3. In particular, the magnetic
order with FM rungs and AFM legs was qualitatively
understood and clearly reproduced over robust portions
of parameter space [32]. However, the issue of pair-
ing was more challenging due to severe size restrictions.
In [31] it was assumed that high pressure causes dop-
ing of the two-leg ladders, a result supported by recent
density functional theory calculations [33], and in agree-
ment with the Cu-oxide two-leg ladders context where
experiments showed [34] that indeed pressure transfers
charge away from the ladders into chains effectively dop-
ing them. Under these assumptions an intriguing result
was unveiled: using 2×8 clusters indications of binding
of two holes were observed at intermediate values of the
on-site Hubbard U repulsion, and for a realistic Hund
coupling JH/U = 0.25. Note that this binding does not
occur at small U , so in principle it is outside the range
of weak coupling expansions, and also does not occur
in very strong coupling [31]. Remarkably, the reported
binding happens in a finite and intriguing range of U/W ,
where W is the electronic bandwidth. However, the se-
vere limitations in size prevented us from reaching final
conclusions in [31] on whether the two-orbital model on
a two-leg ladder does superconduct or not.
To improve on the situation described above there are
two avenues that we are simultaneously pursuing. On
one hand, the numerical aspects of the two-leg ladder
model analysis described in the previous paragraph must
be substantially improved. Progress has been made and
pairing on 2×12 ladders has been confirmed recently (un-
published). Another avenue, pursued in the present pub-
lication, is to search for models or geometries with simi-
larities to those of the real superconducting two-leg lad-
ders but that would allow for the study of larger systems
more comfortably.
In this context, in the present publication using DMRG
we study a two-orbital model that is mathematically sim-
ilar to that used before for BaFe2S3, but now defined
simply on a chain as opposed to a two-leg ladder. When
the binding energy is calculated vs. U/W the result, to
be shown below, is similar to that found in the case of
the two-leg ladder, with binding observed at intermediate
couplings and with a shape of the binding energy curve
vs. U/W resembling that previously reported. Due to
this similarity, it is reasonable to believe that common
physics causes the pairing tendencies both in ladders and
in chains as long as two orbitals are active. The ad-
vantage of using chains, of course, is that much longer
systems can be analyzed thus reducing size effects. For
all these reasons, in this publication a systematic study
of a two-orbital model defined on chains is presented,
with emphasis on pairing and superconducting tenden-
cies. The analysis is presented in a systematic manner,
varying the many couplings and electronic densities and
even further boosting pairing tendencies by introducing
extra Heisenberg interactions. Overall, our analysis con-
cludes that it is the Hund coupling JH that primarily
drives the pairing tendencies, supplemented by AFM ten-
dencies between the effective S = 1 spins of the undoped
sites. As explained below, it is known that there are unre-
alistic ranges of couplings where JH explicitly boosts hole
attraction. What is remarkable of our results described
here is that similar tendencies survive into the realistic
regime JH/U = 0.25 where the model is not explicitly
attractive because of the competition between JH with
the interorbital repulsion U ′. These promising results are
preliminary steps towards a clarification of the origin of
pairing in iron-based superconductors, but more work is
needed to establish definitely that pairing of electronic
origin is active in two-orbital Hubbard models.
The organization of the manuscript is as follows. Sec-
tion II provides details of the model, technique used, and
observables measured. Section III contains the main re-
sults, addressing both magnetic and pairing properties of
the model under scrutiny. Section IV contains our main
discussion and conclusions.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
The multiorbital Hubbard model used in this publica-
tion is defined as
H = −t
∑
〈ij〉
γσ
(c†iγσcjγσ + h.c.) + U
∑
iγ
niγ↑niγ↓
+ (U ′ − JH
2
)
∑
i
γ<γ′
niγniγ′ − 2JH
∑
i
γ<γ′
Siγ · Siγ′
+ JH
∑
i
γ<γ′
(P †iγPiγ′ + h.c.),
(1)
where c†iγσ (ciγσ) creates (annihilates) an electron at site
i of a chain, with orbital γ (either a or b), and spin pro-
jection along the z-axis σ. The first term represents the
kinetic energy of the electrons. Note that for simplic-
ity, the 2×2 hopping matrix is the unit matrix i.e. only
hoppings between the same orbitals is allowed. Although
our overarching goal is the understanding of iron-based
superconductors, these hoppings do not intend to repre-
sent the tunneling amplitudes of any particular material
but they are chosen for simplicity. The second is the
standard on-site Hubbard repulsion U between spins ↑
and ↓ electrons. The third term is the repulsion between
electrons at different orbitals. As shown in many previ-
ous publications, besides the canonical U ′ repulsion the
coupling strength affecting this term contains a contribu-
tion regulated by the Hund coupling JH . Fourth is the
3portion that explicitly shows the ferromagnetic character
of the Hund interaction. The last term is the pair hop-
ping. The number operator is defined as niσγ = c
†
iσγciσγ
and the pair as Piγ = ciγ↑ciγ↓. The standard relation
U ′ = U − 2JH is assumed. While many of the results
are for JH/U = 0.25, considered realistic and used in the
previous publication for ladders [31], in some of the re-
sults below the Hund coupling is varied. The bandwidth
corresponding to the kinetic energy portion is W = 4t
and the Hubbard strength will be provided primarily as
U/W . The hopping is the unit of energy t = 1.0, unless
stated otherwise.
To obtain our results we use the DMRG technique with
open boundary conditions with focus on the ground-state
of the two-orbital chain, employing at least 1600 states.
Most of the results are for a 32 sites two-orbital chain,
unless stated otherwise, while some of the results were
confirmed using up to 64 sites. Truncation error remain
below ∼ 10−6 for all of our results.
We have measured several observables. The binding
energy that is an indicator for pairing tendencies [35] is
defined as
∆E = EN + EN−2 − 2EN−1, (2)
where EN , EN−1, and EN−2 are the total ground state
energy of the half-filled, 1-hole doped, and 2-hole doped
systems. Here, N = 2L with L the length of the chain.
The real space charge and spin correlations are
N(R) =
1
NR
∑
|i−j|=R
[〈ninj〉 − 〈ni〉〈nj〉], (3)
Sp(R) =
1
NR
∑
|i−j|=R
〈Si · Sj〉, (4)
where NR is the number of neighbours at distance R
from site i (namely, averages over pairs of sites at equal
distance are performed). The Fourier transform of Sp(R)
is the spin structure factor Sp(k)
To study the effects of holes on the magnetic correla-
tions, we define a projector operator Piγ that projects out
the portion of the ground state where site i and orbital
γ are occupied [36]:
Piγ = ciγ↑c†iγ↑ciγ↓c†iγ↓. (5)
To work in the Hilbert space corresponding to nh num-
ber of holes at specific locations, we apply a product of
projectors onto the ground state with nh holes. For ex-
ample, P6aP9b|ψN−2〉 projects out the occupied part of
the two-hole ground state on orbital a at site 6, and on
orbital b at site 9. We also calculate the local spin-spin
correlations 〈ψ|Siγ · Sjγ′P|ψ〉/〈ψ|P|ψ〉, where the maxi-
mum possible magnitude of the correlations is 3/4.
There are many possible superconducting pair corre-
lations that one can explore for this system. Due to the
local inter- and intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion, on-site
pairing is not expected to dominate [35]. Thus, pair-
ing operators for two electrons at nearest-neighbor (NN)
sites i and i + 1 will be considered in analogy with the
approach taken in other purely electronic models where
magnetic properties trigger pairing.
An intraorbital nearest neighbor pairing operators is
∆γγnn,−
†
(i) = c†i,γ,↑c
†
i+1,γ,↓ − c†i,γ,↓c†i+1,γ,↑, (6)
which creates a pair of electrons at nearest neighboring
sites i and i + 1 in orbital γ and forming a spin singlet.
The corresponding pairing operator for the case in which
the two electrons form a spin triplet is given by
∆γγnn,+
†
(i) = c†i,γ,↑c
†
i+1,γ,↓ + c
†
i,γ,↓c
†
i+1,γ,↑. (7)
Since the Hamiltonian is invariant under an orbital ex-
change only orbital symmetric combinations of the in-
traorbital pairing correlations have to be considered. An
interorbital nearest neighbor pairing operator is given by
∆abnn,−
†
(i) = c†i,a,↑c
†
i+1,b,↓ − c†i,a,↓c†i+1,b,↑, (8)
which creates two electrons at site i and orbital a and
site i+1 and orbital b, forming a spin singlet (the orbital
exchanged pairing operator is identical due to the orbital
symmetry). The interorbital pairing operator that cre-
ates the electrons in a triplet state is given by
∆abnn,+
†
(i) = c†i,a,↑c
†
i+1,b,↓ + c
†
i,a,↓c
†
i+1,b,↑. (9)
The pair-pair correlations are given by
Oγγ′nn,±(R) =
1
2NR
∑
i
〈∆γγ′nn,±
†
(i)∆γγ
′
nn,±(i+R)〉, (10)
where ± indicates if the pair is a spin triplet or singlet,
and γ and γ′ indicate orbitals a or b. Since the results
explicitly presented in this manuscript are for the in-
terorbital spin singlet Oabnn,−(R) and triplet correlations
Oabnn,+(R), below we will use the notation Oabnn,−(R) ≡
Sabnn(R) and Oabnn,+(R) ≡ T abnn(R), respectively. Analo-
gous on-site pairing operators were also considered but
their correlations always decayed faster than the domi-
nant NN sites pair-pair correlation (Sabnn(R) as shown be-
low). For this reason, the actual expressions for on-site
operators are not provided explicitly.
We have measured other observables as well. For ex-
ample, by averaging the pair correlations over a finite
intermediate portion of the chain we can reduce short dis-
tance effects, that sometimes lead to believe that pairing
is dominant even if the long distance tail is small, and also
to reduce boundary effects caused by the open boundary
conditions. Here we define the pairing strength as
D¯ =
12∑
R=7
|Sabnn(R)|, (11)
where we have used the spin-singlet nearest-neighbor
combination explicitly because it will be shown below
that it is dominant in our study.
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FIG. 1: (color online) Spin structure factor vs. wavevector kx
along the chain direction. Results correspond to U/W = 1.60,
JH/U = 0.25, various hole dopings as indicated, and employ-
ing a 32 sites chain (N = 64) and the DMRG technique. In
this figure, and others not shown at several values of U/W ,
the peak at kx = pi denoting staggered order at half-filling
becomes incommensurate upon hole doping.
III. RESULTS
In this section, the main results will be described. The
language to be used below should always be considered
in the framework of one dimensional systems where long-
range order is not possible. For example, expressions
such as “staggered AFM order” indicate that staggered
spin arrangements decay the slowest with distance as
compared with other patterns, but eventually all corre-
lation functions decay to zero with increasing distance in
one dimension with short-range interactions.
As expressed before, we remind the readers that exper-
imentally in the Fe-ladders superconductivity appeared
with increasing pressure, not with explicit hole doping.
However, similarly as in the case of the Cu-ladders, it
is believed that pressure may lead to a rearrangement of
charge particularly with regards to the average number of
electrons at the iron atoms. This perception is supported
by recent ab-initio calculations [33]. As a consequence,
in our effort described below we will search for pairing
indications by doping with holes the half-filled system,
rather than modelling pressure directly.
A. Magnetic order and local moments
Let us start our computational analysis of the two-
orbital Hubbard model defined in the previous Section
by focusing on the magnetic order. Figure 1 contains the
spin structure factor at U/W = 1.60, a coupling strength
of much importance for pairing as shown below, for differ-
ent number of holes. For the case of half-filling, N = 64
electrons for the 32-sites chain of focus in Fig. 1, the
spin order is clearly of the staggered antiferromagnetic
(AFM) form as expected. In this regime of Hubbard
couplings the local spin at every site is already well de-
veloped and close to the spin-1 limit, as shown in panel
(a) of Fig. 2 for most Hund couplings studied, with the
exception of JH = 0. Thus, this AFM correlations are
compatible with the spin correlations of a Haldane spin-1
chain. Our study of a two-orbital Hubbard model, in-
stead of a Heisenberg model, involves energy scales much
higher than those typical of the integer-spin chains and
for this reason we will not focus on subtle issues such as
spin-gaps in the system. Panel (b) of Fig. 2 shows that
together with the development of the spin-1 moments at
every site also robust AFM correlations develop at least
at short distances, again with the exception of JH = 0.
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FIG. 2: (color online) (a) Spin squared 〈S2〉 and (b) staggered
spin structure factor Sp(pi) vs. U/W for a half-filled 8-sites
system using various Hund’s coupling (JH/U) as indicated.
At zero JH/U , local moments are not developed up to large
U/W and therefore there is no robust magnetic ordering.
As the doping of holes increases, Fig. 1 illustrates that
spin incommensurate (IC) correlations develop smoothly.
While this spin IC order is compatible with spin excita-
tions from the band dispersion in the kinetic energy por-
tion of the model, note that U/W = 1.60 is already in
intermediate coupling. Analysis of the spin-spin correla-
tions “across holes” [37–39], to be shown in more detail
below, indicate that the spins tend to arrange and couple
in a manner qualitatively compatible with the exact re-
sults for the one-orbital Hubbard model at U = ∞ [40].
This arrangement is the most optimal to favor simulta-
neously the hole mobility and spin correlations, and it is
qualitatively different from the analysis based on Fermi
surface characteristics.
B. Hole pairs and their internal structure
The main result of this publication is that the model
studied here presents a regime of hole pair binding that
correlates with robust pair-pair correlations in a spin-
singlet channel, as will be described below. Figure 3
shows the binding energy ∆E, as defined in Eq. 2, for
the case of two holes added to half-filling, varying U/W
at a fixed Hund coupling JH/U = 0.25. Starting ap-
proximately at U/W ∼ 0.6 and up to U/W ∼ 3.0, the
binding energy is negative indicative of the formation of
50.1 1
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FIG. 3: (color online) Binding energy (∆E) vs. U/W at a
fixed JH/U = 0.25, and using a 16-sites chain. For intermedi-
ate interaction strength, there is a wide range with negative
binding energy indicating a region where holes pair.
a bound state of two holes. Considering recent devel-
opments in the study of iron-based superconductors [6]
this regime of U/W is realistic. Moreover, the Hund
coupling value is also in a reasonable range for pnictides
and chalcogenides that are well known for having a ro-
bust Hund-driven physics. The results in Fig. 3 were
obtained using a 16-sites chain but they appear robust
varying the length of the system. For instance, approx-
imately at the minimum of the curve at U/W = 1.60
results for 48 sites are only slightly more negative than
for 16 sites. Figure 4 contains a size scaling analysis of
binding at U/W = 1.60 illustrating this conclusion. Our
best efforts indicate that size effects are small and more-
over with increasing chain length the binding magnitude
slightly increases in absolute value. Thus, the bulk-limit
binding energy at U/W = 1.60 appears to be close to
-0.13 in hopping units.
Besides the surprising result that binding is possible
even in the presence of a strong Hubbard U repulsion,
it is interesting to remark the similarity of Fig. 3 with
the binding results found before in the context of two-leg
ladders (see Fig. 8 of [31]). In both cases, ladders (short
sizes were studied in [31]) and chains, ∆E starts positive
with increasing U/W , drops to negative at intermedi-
ate couplings where it remains into the strong coupling
regime, and then it becomes positive again at abnormally
large U/W . Note that the region where ∆E is positive is
not important: in the bulk limit the energy of two holes
that do not form a bound state should converge to the
energy of two independent holes, rendering ∆E equal to
zero. But the negative region of ∆E is physically realis-
tic and representative of pair formation: two holes lower
the energy of the system by being close to each other.
Figure 5 provides the electronic density using a 32-
sites chain, corresponding to the orbital a (the results for
b are identical, because the model is invariant if a and b
are exchanged). For half-filling, the density is virtually
0.01 0.10
-0.10
-0.05
0.00
1/L
L = 64
U/W = 1.60
∆E
JH/U = 0.25
FIG. 4: (color online) Scaling of ∆E vs. inverse chain length
(1/L) at coupling U/W = 1.60 where there is robust negative
binding. In the bulk limit, ∆E remains negative according to
the extrapolation of these results.
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FIG. 5: (color online) Local charge density of orbital a at
U/W = 1.60, i.e. in the binding region, using a 32-sites chain
and JH/U = 0.25. For a fixed number of holes nh, we find
nh/2 number of “dips” in the charge density. Note that the
charge density profile of orbital b is the same as that of orbital
a, by symmetry.
equal to one at all sites. What is interesting is that for 2
holes, there is only 1 minimum indicative of the existence
of a hole pair. For 4 holes there are 2 minima, for 6 holes
3 minima, and for 8 holes 4 minima. All these results
are at least compatible with the existence of hole pair
formation, as the binding energy indicates.
What is the internal structure of this pair? In Fig. 6
the probability of finding the second hole is shown when
the first hole is projected to be at site 16, namely at the
center of the 32-sites chain used, and at orbital a. It is
clear that the probability for the second hole is the largest
close to the first projected hole, compatible with pairing.
Moreover, the second hole is primarily at orbital b if the
first is at orbital a. Thus, the pairs unveiled here involve
holes primarily located at different orbitals. This will be
shown below to be compatible with the pair-pair corre-
lation that is the most dominant in many portions of the
60 10 20 30
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〉
FIG. 6: (color online) Probability of finding a hole at site i and
orbital γ given that the other hole is projected from the two-
holes ground state to be at site 16, orbital a, of a two-orbital
chain with 32 sites, at U/W = 1.60 and JH/U = 0.25. The
result is normalized to 〈P16a〉. We find the largest probability
of the non-projected hole to be in the other orbital b and at
the neighboring site. In the ladder analogy of the two-orbital
chain (see Fig. 7), these dominant pairs are equivalent to pairs
along the diagonal of effective plaquettes.
phase diagram. Figure 6 also has prominent sharp peaks
located at nearest-neighbors sites. Thus, the dominant
hole configuration in the pair is that of holes separated
by just one lattice spacing, located at different orbitals.
Projecting now one or two holes to particular locations
and analyzing the spin-spin correlations in that frame-
work leads to interesting conclusions. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. First, note that once the two-orbital
chain results are displayed representing each of the two
orbitals by a chain, then this illustrates that two-orbital
chains can be mapped formally into a special case of
one-orbital two-leg ladders. This is interesting in sev-
eral respects, but here we wish to emphasize the resem-
blance, once again, with the previously published results
for two-orbital ladders [31]. Consider panel (a) for one
hole: here the rungs of the effective ladder are ferromag-
netic and the legs are AFM. Thus, once the results are
plotted as in Fig. 7 the magnetic order resembles the
“rung FM - leg AFM” of BaFe2S3 as reported in [31].
Also the AFM spin-spin correlation “across the hole” ob-
served in early studies of models for cuprates [37–39] and
also found more recently in models for iron-based lad-
ders [31] is present in panel (a). From the spin perspec-
tive, “across the hole” AFM correlations are effectively
equivalent to dropping sites of the chain, explaining the
spin IC tendency in Fig.1 with increasing doping.
The results for two holes are equally interesting and
also resemble those of previous investigations for real
iron-based ladder models. Panel (b) contains the hole ar-
rangement with the largest probability in the two-holes
ground state. Similarly as in Fig. 10 of [31], the plaquette
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FIG. 7: (color online) Structure of the spin-spin correlations
for fixed projected arrangements of holes, using hole config-
urations with large weight in the ground states. (a) is the
one-hole case; (b) corresponds to holes along the effective pla-
quette diagonals (largest weight for two holes), while (c) are
for holes along the effective rung. All results are obtained
using 32 sites with two-orbitals at fixed U/W = 1.60 and
JH/U = 0.25. Blue lines correspond to AFM bonds while
red lines are for FM bonds. Away from the holes, the ex-
pected pattern of FM effective rungs and AFM legs is re-
covered. In the fixed hole configurations of panels (b) and
(c), the normalized probability of the holes configuration is
〈P16aP17b〉/〈P16a〉 = 0.169 and 〈P16aP16b〉/〈P16a〉 = 0.0912,
respectively. In all cases there is a prominent “across the
hole” AFM correlation. The case of two holes located along
the same “leg” of the effective ladder has much smaller weight
in the two-hole ground state and it is not shown.
diagonal opposite to the projected holes is FM and the
“across the hole” antiferromagnetism is robust. Panel (c)
shows the case where the two holes are along the rung
(i.e. on-site in the real chain). Panels (b) and (c) are
smoothly connected: for instance by moving the electron
at “17b” to “16b” in panel (c), panel (b) is recovered
if the spin correlations follow as if they were “rubber
bands” attached to the electrons. Previous studies in
models for cuprates have unveiled similar physics.
Ending this subsection, we will discuss a subtle effect
related with the spin quantum number of the two holes
state. Employing Lanczos methods we studied the total
spin of the two-holes state employing both periodic and
open boundary conditions (PBC and OBC, respectively)
using chains of length 4 and 6, at various Hund couplings
and U/W = 1.60. The behavior is erratic: while for 6
sites and PBC the spin is always 0, for 4 sites with OBC it
is always 1. The interpretation of these results is difficult
because of the presence of the well-known edge states of
Haldane chains when OBC are used. Considering the dif-
ficulty in distinguishing between intrinsic spin quantum
numbers of a hole pair vs. those at the edge of a Haldane
chain, we do not investigate further this topic and below
7we study both singlet and triplet pair channels to find
out which one dominates explicitly. The final result is
that spin-singlet pairs are dominant suggesting that the
spin 1 quantum number found for some two-holes chains
originates in the edge states.
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FIG. 8: (color online) Real-space decay of the pair-pair (sin-
glet and triplet), spin-spin, and charge-charge correlations
involving nearest-neighbor sites at fixed U/W = 1.60 and
JH/U = 0.25, and using a 48-sites chain. (a) corresponds to
two holes doping, (b) to six holes doping, (c) to eight holes
doping, and (d) to twelve holes doping.
C. Pair-pair correlations and tendency to
superconductivity
The existence of hole binding at half-filling is often a
precursor of superconducting tendencies increasing dop-
ing. For this reason we have measured the pair-pair corre-
lations in all the channels described in Sec. II, and con-
trasted their behavior with increasing distance against
density-density and spin-spin correlations to find which
channel dominates. Representative results are shown in
Fig. 8. Panel (a) contains results for 2 holes. Here the
pair-pair correlations are robust in the spin-singlet chan-
nel when involving different orbitals and using nearest-
neighbor sites, in agreement with the analysis of the in-
ternal structure of the pair in the previous subsection.
The analogous spin-triplet pair correlations decay much
faster, while spin and charge correlations are in between.
However, in spite of the robustness of the singlet pair cor-
relations in (a), the ground state only has two holes and
these results, while promising, may be anomalous. More
standard and exciting are the results in panel (b) with
6 holes and a nominal hole doping x = 6/96 = 0.0625
(N = 96 for a half-filled 48-sites cluster). The same spin-
singlet inter-orbital NN-sites pair correlation dominates
here as well, as in (a). The decay with distance is similar
as in the charge and spin channels but only if the maxima
is used for the latter. If, instead, the minima in charge
and spin correlations are included in finding the most op-
timal fits then pair-pair correlations dominate. Note that
the prominent oscillations in charge and spin correlations
have been often reported before (for recent state-of-the-
art efforts see [41]), although their origin is not fully clear;
for the pair correlations a smoother behavior is often ob-
served, as we found. As the number of holes increases,
then the superconducting tendencies remain robust but
diminish compared with spin and charge. In panel (c)
with x = 8/96, the pair-pair decay with distance approx-
imately follows the average of spin and charge indicating
that they compete, while in panel (d) with x = 12/96,
pairing is already less robust than charge and spin chan-
nels. In summary, in a range of doping near half-filling
and for the clusters that we studied, the superconducting
correlations appear to dominate, or at the minimum de-
cay at a similar rate as spin and charge. With increasing
hole doping the importance of the pair-pair correlations
diminishes.
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FIG. 9: (color online) Pairing strength D¯ (see Eq. 11) vs.
U/W , parametric with number of holes. A 32-sites chain is
used and JH/U = 0.25.
In Fig. 9 we show the pairing strength D¯, defined in
Eq. 11, as an indicator of the robustness of pairing corre-
lations varying U/W for various number of holes. Clearly
it is the intermediate range of U/W where pairing dom-
inates the most – as found in the hole binding analysis –
and also when the numbers of holes is small.
Note that the presence of robust superconducting cor-
relations in Fig. 8 occurs in the region of pair binding
shown in Fig. 3. Away from that region, for example
at small Hubbard coupling such as U/W = 0.2 or at
very large Hubbard coupling U/W = 10 pairing is not
as robust as at intermediate couplings, as illustrated in
Fig. 10. Thus, once again we arrive to the conclusion
that the behavior of the binding energy and the pair cor-
relation is compatible with one another.
For completeness, note that previous work also un-
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FIG. 10: (color online) Real-space decay of the pair-pair (sin-
glet and triplet), spin-spin, and charge-charge correlations for
two and twelve holes at U/W = 0.2 and 10.0, as indicated,
and at JH/U = 0.25 using a 32-sites chain. In all cases, the
decay of the pairs is either faster or approximately equal to
the spin and charge correlations. Thus, the pairing tenden-
cies are robust at intermediate coupling, compatible with the
conclusions regarding hole binding.
veiled tendencies towards pairing in electronic two
orbitals models but under rather different circum-
stances. (i) For instance, in [42] Kondo models for
Y2−xCaxBaNiO5 were studied using Lanczos and DMRG
techniques, supplemented by AFM Heisenberg J terms.
The emphasis was on ferromagnetism and phase separa-
tion but tendencies towards hole binding were also briefly
reported. The signal for binding was strongest at high
hole concentration such as x = 0.4 and robust values
of J of order one. No pair-pair correlations were calcu-
lated, nor competition triplet vs. singlet was studied.
(ii) In [43] two one-orbital Hubbard chains coupled by
an explicitly ferromagnetic Heisenberg interaction were
studied via bosonization and DMRG/Lanczos methods.
Regions of singlet and triplet superconductivity were re-
ported, but note that this model has an explicit Heisen-
berg effective attraction, without a U ′ repulsion (similar
to our previous effort [44] to be discussed below). The
goal in [43] was to study the singlet vs. triplet competi-
tion in superconductivity, unlike our efforts that focus on
unveiling pairing tendencies from a complete two-orbital
Hubbard model that is explicitly repulsive. (iii) In [45] a
two-orbital Hubbard model at U = ∞ was studied with
emphasis on the influence of the Hund coupling. When
U ′ was included, charge-density waves were reported to
dominate, while in the absence of U ′ but with robust JH
then singlet or triplet pairing dominates. Our analysis,
on the other hand, focuses on a finite intermediate U/W
range where surprisingly we found that singlet pairing
dominates even in the presence of a realistic U ′ > JH .
As U/W → ∞, we found that hole binding no longer
occurs, as shown in Fig. 3, and the charge or spin chan-
nels dominate over pairing (see panels (c,d) of Fig. 10)
compatible with [45]. (iv) In [46] results compatible with
ours were produced via the exact diagonalization of a
PBC 6-sites chain with emphasis on Luttinger liquid pa-
rameters using a two-orbital Hubbard model with a ro-
bust band splitting. (v) In [47] using the statistically
consistent Gutzwiller approximation for a square lattice,
conclusions similar to ours were reached, reporting a sta-
ble spin-triplet s-wave superconducting state for a two
orbital degenerate Hubbard model. This occurs, like in
our case, even in the case U ′ > JH and near half-filling.
D. Role of Hund coupling and magnetic moments
The origin of the pairing tendencies unveiled here is
subtle and in this subsection we report some observations
to help clarify this matter. More work is needed to fully
comprehend this hole pair formation, so ours are just the
first steps in that direction.
One important factor correlated with the pairing we
are reporting is the presence of well-formed magnetic mo-
ments at every site. This is along the same direction as
early studies of the t − J model for cuprates [35] where
holes form bound states to reduce the damage that mo-
bile holes induce in an otherwise optimal antiferromag-
netic arrangement. Each hole alters the spin order in
a finite region, and pairing of holes reduces the size of
the regions where spins are not properly arranged. This
simple and well known notion must be at least part of
the explanation for our results because pairing in ∆E,
as shown in Fig. 3, occurs in regions where moments are
well formed, as indicated in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 11: (color online) ∆E vs. U/W parametric with JH/U
(inset) using an 8-sites chain with two orbitals.
In addition, we have observed that the Hund cou-
pling in our model clearly is directly related to bind-
9ing. Figure 11 shows the binding energy in a wide range
of U/W parametric with JH/U . At the smallest JH/U
shown, the binding energy is positive and pairs do not
have a tendency to form. Consider now the special value
JH/U = 1/3. In this case JH = U
′ because of the re-
lation U = U ′ + 2JH . Thus, the natural repulsion U ′
for two electrons at different orbitals in the same lattice
site is compensated by the natural tendency to bind in-
duced by JH . In fact for JH/U = 1/3, and beyond i.e.
JH/U > 1/3, the binding energy ∆E is negative at all
values of U/W .
The reader should note that the connection between
the realistic regime JH/U < 1/3 and the unphysical re-
gion JH/U > 1/3 is non trivial. Naively, one may expect
∆E to be negative for all U/W for JH/U > 1/3, and
positive for all U/W for JH/U < 1/3. However, the in-
terpolation, while smooth, is more complex. Figure 11
shows that in the intermediate U/W range, the binding
is negative for JH/U = 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30, with a clear
dip in the U/W ∼ 1− 2 range. This dip, being smoothly
connected with the broad negative binding energy region
of JH/U = 1/3, must be caused by JH attraction ef-
fects that somehow are not fully compensated by U ′ at
intermediate couplings.
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FIG. 12: (color online) ∆E vs. JH/U at fixed U/W = 1.60
using 16 sites with two-orbitals. ∆E becomes significantly
more negative as JH/U is increased.
The “earlier” than anticipated attractive effects of JH
at intermediate U/W are explicitly illustrated in Fig. 12
where ∆E is shown at the optimal U/W = 1.60 of our fo-
cus, varying JH/U . At least for the small system studied
here, ∆E changes sign before JH/U = 0.2 and it be-
comes increasingly negative with further increasing JH .
While the causal effect of JH is clear, further work is
needed to clarify how can this attraction overcome the
U ′ repulsion in the intermediate coupling range. More-
over, the attraction channel favors spin-singlets involving
different orbitals at nearest-neighbor sites. In fact, pair-
ing in the spin-singlet inter-orbital NN-sites channels is
enhanced as JH increases as shown in panels (a,b) of
Fig. 13. Thus, it is a subtle combination of the Hund
interaction together with antiferromagnetic short-range
order that induces singlet pairing in this one-dimensional
multiorbital model. More work is needed to clarify this
interesting effect.
E. Influence of additional inter-orbital Heisenberg
interactions
For completeness, we have also added an extra term
to the Hamiltonian in order to boost pairing tendencies.
This term is simply a Heisenberg spin-spin interaction
with strength JD defined as
HD = JD
∑
〈ij〉
Sia · Sjb. (12)
The motivation for adding this term is two folded. First,
it plays a role similar to that of “J” in the standard t−J
model, and we know that increasing J increases pairing
tendencies [35]. Second, the new term links the spins of
two electrons located at NN sites and at different orbitals
(note orbital indexes in Eq. 12), resembling the structure
of the pairs that we have found above. In agreement
with these expectations indeed we have observed that
pairing tendencies in the dominant spin-singlet NN-sites
inter-orbital channel are enhanced as shown in panels (c)
and (d) of Fig. 13. A similar analysis adding instead a
NN Heisenberg coupling between electrons in the same
orbital only showed minor changes in the decay of the
correlations (not shown). Clearly the electrons/holes in
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FIG. 13: (color online) Decay of pair-pair singlet correlations
Sabnn at U/W = 1.60, for various Hund couplings in panels (a)
and (b), and for various diagonal AFM Heisenberg couplings
JD in panels (c) and (d). Shown are results for 2 and 8 holes,
as indicated, using in all cases a 32-sites chain and JH/U =
0.25. Clearly increasing both JH and JD magnify the pairing
tendencies.
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the dominant pairs have a preference to be in different
orbitals. Future studies of superconductivity in the two-
orbital Hubbard model analyzed here can benefit from
enhanced pairing effects by including JD.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this publication we have investigated the magnetic,
hole pairing, and superconducting properties of a two-
orbital Hubbard model defined on a chain. The primary
motivation is the recent report of hole binding tenden-
cies in a similar model but defined on a two-leg ladder
geometry [31], motivated by the discovery of supercon-
ductivity under high pressure in the ladder compound
BaFe2S3 [11]. In that previous computational effort, the
binding tendency was found to be negative, thus signaling
pairing, but the results could not be confirmed beyond
small systems 2×8. In addition pair-pair correlations
were not measured in that early effort. In the present
work much longer chains can be studied and a variety
of correlation functions were measured and their decay
with distance compared to decide which is dominant. In
the same spirit as in [31], here our search for supercon-
ducting tendencies was based on hole doping while the
experimental setup relied on pressure. The ab-initio cal-
culations in [33] justify our theoretical approach because
they reported that pressure leads to modifications in the
average electronic density at the iron atoms.
Our results are interesting for several reasons. The
data reported here for the binding energy resemble those
of the ladder, but on chain sizes up to 64 sites. Size scal-
ing shows that the results survive the bulk limit. Quali-
tatively both for ladders and chains it is the intermediate
region of U/W were binding does occur. Having almost
saturated magnetic moments is important together with
a robust Hund coupling. Neither very weak nor very
strong U/W coupling seem suitable for pairing, a con-
ceptually interesting result. The absence of pairing at
very large U/W may be related with competing ferro-
magnetic tendencies when holes are added, as in double
exchange models. This line of research is being investi-
gated at present.
Moreover, by measuring pair-pair correlations in the
spin singlet channel, and using pair operators involving
different orbitals and nearest-neighbor sites, a region of
hole density and couplings was identified where supercon-
ducting correlations decay slower, or at least at the same
rate, than spin and charge correlations. Having different
orbitals and nearest-neighbor sites is compatible with the
internal structure of the pair.
By varying the Hund coupling into the region be-
lieved to be unphysical where JH becomes as large as
U ′ (this occurs at JH/U = 1/3 if the standard relation
U = U ′ + 2JH is assumed [44, 48]), then an unexpected
smooth continuity was observed between JH/U > 1/3,
where binding occurs at all values of U/W because JH be-
comes an effective attraction when it overcomes U ′, and
the region widely believed to be realistic JH/U ∼ 0.25.
This smooth continuity occurs primarily at intermediate
U/W couplings. Thus, for reasons that still need better
clarification the effective JH attraction at JH/U > 1/3
can become operative even at smaller Hund couplings in
a reduced U/W range. The chosen dominant channel
involves holes in different orbitals, a spin-singlet combi-
nation, and nearest-neighbors sites.
The observation that pairing, charge, and spin corre-
lations are sometimes of similar strength, as in panel (c)
of Fig. 8 for N − 8 electrons (48 sites), suggests that fu-
ture work should also address the possible formation of
“pair density waves”. These are subtle broken-symmetry
states that intertwine charge density waves, spin density
waves, and superconducting orders. In this state the su-
perconducting order parameter is spatially modulated in
such a way that the uniform component is zero or very
small, but it has a strong oscillatory component [49–51].
In summary, these results contribute towards under-
standing pairing tendencies in quasi one-dimensional
iron-based superconductors. Binding was found to occur
at intermediate couplings, a regime that previous stud-
ies showed to be realistic for chalcogenides [6, 7]. There
is plenty of work ahead. While superconducting corre-
lations already appear to dominate at low hole doping,
these results must be confirmed using even longer chains.
Moreover, although it seems clear that a robust Hund
coupling and robust magnetic moments are needed, de-
veloping an even more detailed qualitative understanding
of the origin of pairing is important. Our group will con-
tinue working along these lines in the near future.
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